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Infrastructure
BY MICHELE HELSEL, KS/MO CO-REGIONAL ADVISOR

Infrastructure. Roads. Bridges.
Water systems. Electrical grids.
Necessary organizational
foundations that allow us to live our
lives productively. In a perfect
world, infrastructure goes
unnoticed. People drive to work,
take showers, get a glass of water
from the tap, watch t.v. or read a
good book once the sun sets
without contemplating asphalt,
reservoirs, or electrons zipping
along wires. But when someone hits
a pothole and knocks their car out
of alignment, or has to melt snow in
their bathtub for drinking water,
that person really starts to
appreciate good infrastructure.
As storymakers, the goal is to never
draw attention to our infrastructure.
If the reader spies the wizard behind

nature. And the plot is the collection
of events the protagonist goes
through that forces them to confront
their internal issue in pursuit of their
goal.

The protagonist’s issue and theme are
the lenses through which the
storymaker decides what to include or
cut from the story. Everything that
doesn’t support these two points must
be excised from the plot.

the curtain, the magic is lost. One
thing that helps to keep a reader
reading and a story moving is story
focus. To do that, we need good
infrastructure.

The Nonfiction Kids Need Now

According to Lisa Cron in Wired for
Story, the three elements required to
focus our stories are the protagonist’s
issue, theme, and plot. The
protagonist’s issue is what the main
character has to overcome internally
to succeed or fail while attempting to
reach their goal. The theme is the
universal truth revealed about human
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For example, Harry Potter. His
internal fear is that he is a misfit who
doesn’t belong. He doesn’t fit in the
muggle world with the Dursleys nor
the wizarding world where everything
is foreign to him (plot). The theme
explores how we all feel like others
sometimes. Hogwarts welcomes
outsiders and gives them a home
where they can discover themselves.

When evaluating our own books, we
need to go back and identify our
protagonist’s issue, theme, and plot.
Look at your scenes, sentences, words.
Do they maintain this focus? If not,
cut them. Get rid of anything that
doesn’t support these elements and
keep the reader reading. When your
infrastructure is invisible, your stories
will be read and enjoyed.
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Michele Helsel writes picture books and middle grade. When
she is not writing or researching, she reads about writing,
takes courses on writing, or sneaks chocolate from the pantry
while writing. Michele enjoys sunset walks on the beach, hiking in the mountains, and swimming in the ocean but lives in
the suburbs of Kansas City with her husband and three kids
where she, instead, takes nightly walks in a nearby “green
space” with her two puppy dogs.
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Walk the Words Out
BY NICKI JACOBSMEYER, ASSISTANT RA

As I tried to return to the
groove of writing after
winter’s hibernation, I
found myself stagnate.
Not just physically, but
creatively. There were no
ideas catalogued on a
shelf, no embers of
inspiration smoldering.
Nothing, nada, zilch.

is not mere idleness or time-wasting, at least by
common understanding of the term: rather, it is
necessary part of mental housekeeping… (p. 148).
Walking is, paradoxically, a form of active idleness, and
it facilitates engaged mind-wandering” (p. 149).

So, I did what I often do
and went searching for a
book. Not a craft book
about plotting or pacing
but of sparking creativity.
I found my answers in a
unique title, In Praise of Walking by Shane O’Mara. Not
only did I learn about how walking effects the brain but
how it stimulates creativity. This statement had me
intrigued: “whatever the imperfections, walking can
provide a certain fluency for writing and dictating, and
so long as you don’t mind curious looks, it works.
Moreover, I find going for a walk before writing also
helps the subsequent work, organizing my thoughts
into some form of order” (p. 147).
The author shares that “the brain has two essential work
modes: an active, executive mode, and a default mode.
The active mode involves focused attention and
processing details. The default mode involves mindwandering…” (p. 148).
But when it comes to creative productivity shouldn’t I be
listening to an audiobook or podcast for research instead
of mind-wandering? Apparently not. “Mind-wandering
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With this in mind, I went for an aerobic speed walk
figuring the faster I went, the more the creative juices
would flow. However, “walking at a speed just below that
which requires continual monitoring exerts the best
possible effect on creative cognition” (p. 153). So, I took
it down a notch. I’ve found the leisure walks I’m now
taking have produced ideas for the current middle grade
novel I’m writing. Not only am I improving my heart
and lung health, but I’m problem solving and generating
new ideas. “A simple, collateral effect of rising and
moving is that activity spreads across more distant brain
regions - increasing the likelihood that half-thoughts
and quarter-ideas, sitting below consciousness, can come
together in new combinations. Walking opens up the
free flow of ideas” (p. 155).
Now my creative process includes walking the words
out!
NICKI JACOBSMEYER, ASSISTANT RA
Nicki Jacobsmeyer writes fiction and
non-fiction for children and adults. She
has a middle grade book, Surviving the
Iditarod, You Choose: Surviving Extreme
Sports (Capstone Press, 2017) and a
historical non-fiction book, Images Of
America, Chesterfield (Arcadia Publishing, 2016). Her short stories and poetry are published in several
anthologies. Besides reading and writing she loves to travel,
knit, sunsets, family barbeques and watching a storm come in
from her front porch. Visit her at nickijacobsmeyer.com.
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Breaking Up is Hard to Do
BY AMANDA FLINN, KS/MO PAL COORDINATOR

I recently broke up with my literary agent.
And while the process to split was essentially easy, the
months leading up to the decision were filled with worry,
panic and insecurity. What if no one else wants me? What
if I’m making the wrong choice? What if this ends my
career before it even gets started?

I had been with this agent for over two years. During that
time, I signed three picture book contracts and contributed
to a recently released resource book for
children’s writers. It’s not like things
weren’t happening, yet something in my
gut just knew this author/agent
relationship wasn’t the right fit for me.
For instance, I frequently found
myself frustrated with the lack of
communication.
Never wanting to be needy, I barely reached
out. When I did text or email, it could be weeks
before I received a response. If one came, it was
often short, with my questions left answered. It became
clear that I was wanting more from this relationship than
my agent was able to offer.

I would speak to author friends and hear how their agents
offered editorial feedback on their work and let me tell you,
I was jealous! Not only were they getting timely responses
to email, but they were getting feedback!? I didn’t know
this was a thing, but quickly found out I wanted it.
I just didn’t want to start over.
Starting over meant query letters and pitches -- ugh! It also
meant thumbing through endless pages of resources and
research (thank goodness for The Book!) and only being
able to submit to publishing houses that accept unagented
submissions.
But it turns out that starting over can often be better than
staying stuck. There’s a newness and excitement that comes
with starting over. People at the beginning of something
often work harder, because they have to. Obstacles are just
challenges to overcome. I had jumped this hurdle before
and knew from my experience that I could do it again.

It’s true the grass isn’t always greener, but you
can look for the bright side.
Currently, I’m just five weeks into being free. I wish I could
say agents were lining up to partner with me, but we all
know that’s not how it works. However, I am finding the
bright side.
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I can participate in events for unagented authors, like
#pitmad.
I now know exactly what I’m looking for in an agent.

I no longer feel like a passenger, but once again, the driver
of my career.
As an author, it’s important to remember that you
are your own best advocate.
Having a literary agent is great and I plan to
have one again someday! If it’s a good fit, an
agent can help you advance your career,
explore publishing options and negotiate
higher advances and royalties on books.
I’ve spoken to many authors who have
agents that are amazing and have become
life-long friends! #agentgoals
However, the wrong fit can often leave you
feeling frustrated and alone. No one knows you
better than you know yourself. There may come a
time in your career where you have to ask tough
questions and be prepared to make tough decisions. It’s
part of the process.
Don’t panic. Doors open and close all the time.

“There is freedom waiting for you
on the breezes of the sky,
And you ask “What if I fall?”
Oh but my darling, what if you fly?”
— Erin Hanson
AMANDA FLINN, PAL COORDINATOR
Amanda Flinn is an award-winning
author, blogger and book nerd. Her
debut board book, Yoga Baby, was
released June 2020, with The Maker,
and God Made All Your Feelings
scheduled to arrive in 2021 and 2022.
Amanda lives in Jackson, Missouri,
with her husband, three boys, two
rowdy rescue pups and a pair of furry chinchillas. To learn
more about her family and recent writing projects, visit
amandaflinn.com.
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The Nonfiction Kids Need Now
BY KAT HART, CRITIQUE COORDINATOR

As soon as I heard the inspiring Lesa Cline-Ransome
speak about her work and her research process at multiple
SCBWI events in 2020, I knew I wanted to write
nonfiction books for young readers. Ever since, I’ve been
devouring mentor texts and trying to pinpoint what makes
telling true stories in a compelling way so challenging.

Like me, book creators throughout our Kansas/Missouri
region must be asking themselves, as we continue to hear
reports of violence against our fellow Americans: what are
the nonfiction books that kids need now to help make sure
the next generation of readers and writers is learning
empathy, critical thinking skills, and respect for each
other’s cultures?

Paula Yoo writes in Nonfiction Writers Dig
Deep: 50 Award-Winning Children’s Book
Authors Share the Secret of Engaging Writing,
“The absence of Asian American and Pacific
Islander history in our school curricula, along
with the erasure of Asian Americans in the
media and in Hollywood, has far-reaching
implications for how white people and other non-Asians view
us. It leads not only to ignorance and racism, but also to the
treatment of all Asians as the perpetual foreign ‘Other.’ All of
this drives my mission-—and passion—to chronicle the
important contributions Asian Americans and Pacific
Islanders have made in our country.” (“Finding My New
Voice.” Ed. Melissa Stewart, National Council of Teachers of
English 2020. P. 161.)
Lesa, Paula, and countless other leading children’s authors
and illustrators are creating nonfiction books that enrich
our lives by telling untold stories: true stories about people,
events, and cultural traditions that might not otherwise
find their way into the classroom. Just a very few of the
many recent standout nonfiction picture books in our field
have included 2021 Caldecott Medal and Jane Addams
Children’s Book Award Winner We Are Water Protectors,
written by Carole Lindstrom and illustrated by Michaela
Goade (Roaring Brook Press 2020),
and The Undefeated, written by
Kwame Alexander and illustrated by
Kadir Nelson (Versify 2019), winner
of the 2020 Caldecott Medal, 2020
Coretta Scott King Illustrator Award,
and a 2020 Newbery Honor Book.

If you haven’t already watched Alexander read aloud from
The Undefeated to a room full of mesmerized children, I
highly recommend it, as a reader and as a writer. He writes,
“This is for the ones who survived America/ by any means
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necessary/ and the ones who didn’t.”
Here, illustrator Kadir Nelson’s
choice of a blank page speaks
volumes. Lindstrom and Goade’s
work, also an SCBWI 2021 Golden
Kite Award Honor Book for picture
book text, is similarly lyrical, inspired
by the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe’s opposition to the
Dakota Access Pipeline. Lindstrom is a member of the
Turtle Mountain Band of Ojibwe Indians, and Goade is a
member of the Tlingit & Haida Indian Tribes of Alaska.

This is the nonfiction our kids need now: irresistible,
poignant, creative nonfiction that invites the reader to walk
in another’s shoes, to step into greater empathy through an
understanding of our shared history.
This is the nonfiction we all need now. We’ve always
needed it, but it’s just been largely missing from our
libraries.

The Cooperative Children’s Book Center (CCBC) at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison has been documenting
the number of books “by and about Black, Indigenous and
People of Color published for children and teens” since
1994. In the years since, CCBC’s tracking shows the
number of children’s books written by and about Black,
Indigenous, Asian Pacific, and Latinx people steadily
growing. But as parents, teachers, readers, and writers, we
know that children still need even greater access to books
by BIPOC writers and illustrators. And students need
access to true and inspiring stories about more of the
unsung heroes missing from their textbooks.

Although I’m still finding my voice, as a new writer and as
a white writer, I know when the time comes I want that
voice to speak to girls and to boys who are still finding
their place in the world. I hope they’ll find it an endlessly
rich, inclusive, and welcoming one. And if they don’t, I
hope they’ll grow up to write one that is.
KAT HART, CRITIQUE COORDINATOR
Kat Hart is a writer living and working
in Parkville, Missouri. She is drawing
on her experience writing successful
grant proposals for nonprofits including The New York Public Library, The
Giving Grove, and The Rabbit hOle
to craft nonfiction books for young
readers. She shares her lifelong love
of children’s books with her two children, Jake and Emma,
and husband Derrick. Visit her at kathartbooks.com or on
Twitter @kathartbooks.
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ILLUSTRATOR’S CORNER

Illustrator Day 2021
BY ROBIN SCHUBERTH, KS/MO ILLUSTRATOR COORDINATOR

On Saturday, April 10th we
hosted our Illustrator Day
for our KSMO region.
Véronique Lefèvre Sweet
from Little, Brown for
Young Readers presented on
the topic of book dummies
and how to work with an art
director. She shared an
incredible amount of detail beyond the surface, leaving us
all with the confidence to move forward for success! Ms.
Sweet shared many real-world layouts, relevant do’s and
don’ts, and even the details about graphic color modes.
Below are some of her tidbits of knowledge she shared
with the group.

• Every image should tell a story.
• Text and illustrations should complement each other.
• One can tell how old you are by the color palette you use.
• Keep your portfolio fresh, put in only your latest pieces,
do not be emotionally attached to an old favorite.
• Do not just have a portfolio full of animal characters,
some art directors will only look for children as characters
because they are our picture book audience.
• Illustrating a pop culture figure, like The Queen’s Gambit
actor, will highlight your own style because we are all so

familiar with that character.
• Illustrate the first few pages of your dummy to “catch” the
art director’s attention. Do not wait until the end, for you
may lose them before that.
• Use a variety of page layouts to capture emotions, like
closeups and spreads. Beware of things getting lost in
the gutter of the page.
• RGB color scheme is for the web, CMYK is for printing.
Some Pantone colors transfer even better, like
Rhodamine for Magenta.
• Read, read, and read some more of what is out there!
One nice thing about being online is we had a participant
all the way from Armenia! We hope to see you and many
others for our November Conference!

ROBIN SCHUBERTH, ILLUSTRATOR COORDINATOR
Robin Schuberth lives in a treehouse
home on stilts in the Kansas City area.
Her illustrations are inspired by objects, architecture, and landscapes.
Her favorite medium is watercolors,
but she is comfortable in all areas of
illustration, having taught visual arts
and design at the secondary level for
thirteen years. Please feel free to contact her by email at
robinschuberth@gmail.com.

Recent Illustrators of the month
December Il Sung Na

February Phyllis Harris

March Lois Bradley

Check out our featured illustrator of the month at ksmo.scbwi.org/featured-illustrator
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Indie Vs. Traditional Publishing
BY AMY HOUTS

Have you written a book you love, one that you know
needs to be told if only the right editor would read it?
Have you sent your manuscript to a number of agents and
editors but haven’t received a contract? I have, and
ultimately decided to self-publish. There are advantages to
both indie (also known as self-publishing) and traditional
publishing. I’ll share my experience with two of my books.
The first, Maye’s March for Women’s Votes, I published myself.
The other, God’s Protection Covers Me, was published by a
traditional publisher.
While I have authored over 100 picture books, most of
them were written on assignment for an educational
publisher. I can count my traditionally publishers books on
one hand. Currently, I do all three: write on assignment,
submit to traditional publishers, and self-publish. Most
recently, I self-published a middle grade book, Maye’s
March for Women’s Votes, featuring a woman
from the Missouri town, Maryville, where I
live. I wrote the first draft in 2013 and over
seven years, submitted it to 27 agents and 25
editors, revising and rewriting according to
their feedback. With the 2020 centennial
celebration of women’s voting rights, there
was some interest, and I nearly received a contract (twice!).

Why Indie Publishing?
In 2011, when I was feeling particularly frustrated with all the
rejections from my freelance submissions, I decided to start
my own small publishing company, Houts & Home
Publications LLC. There is a learning curve to indie
publishing. First, I did a lot of reading and research about how
to self-publish, and asked friends who had self-published a
ton of questions. Indie publishing is rewarding, but it’s a
different feeling than working with a traditional publisher.
Decisions: You have lots of decisions to make as an indie

publisher. Buy an ISBN or allow Amazon or the printer to
supply one? What selling price? Illustrations or photos or
none? Which artist? Cover art? Offset printing or POD
(print on demand)? Contract labor or employees? Printing?
Two of my books are printed by IngramSpark in
Tennessee, which is the small publishing division of
Lightning Source/Ingram. They print POD and distribute
my books. I prefer POD, but because I wanted a specific
size and binding IngramSpark didn’t offer, two of my
books are printed by Color House Graphics in Michigan
using off-set printing. To keep costs low, I ordered 1000
copies of one book and 250 copies of the other. A big
advantage to indie printing is you can keep your book in
print for as long as you want.
6

Total Control: With Maye’s March for Women’s Votes, I had

total involvement and total control every step of the way
over what to include, from text to photos, back matter,
cover design, and more. It drove me a little crazy.
Funding: It’s not just printing, although that takes a big

chunk of funds. Illustrations cost more than printing,
thousands of dollars. Cover art costs more than interior
illustrations. I purchased 10 ISBNs for $100 in 2011. I have
one left. Barcodes, which include your price, cost $25. I hired
a graphic designer to prepare the PDF according to
specifications. Maye’s March for Women’s Votes, with 64 pages
with 26 photos, cost more for my graphic designer to prepare
than my other books. Printing set up fees were $50. I prefer
POD so I don’t have to order hundreds of books to keep costs
low. I usually order 100 copies, which fits in a box or two.
Maye’s March… costs about $4/book including shipping.
Retail price is $9.98. Media mail costs begin just under $3.
Time: You can set your own pace—release your book as

soon as it’s ready or hold off for a specific time.

Marketing and Distribution: The most difficult part of

indie publishing is marketing and distribution. My books
are available on my website, www.houtsandhome.com, and
Amazon. IngramSpark distributes my book internationally,
but Color House Graphics doesn’t. I don’t have the funds
to print and distribute my book in bookstores nationally, or
at discount stores like Target, Walmart, or Sam’s Club,
because they can send back books that don’t sell. If you
love speaking at conferences or have a social media
platform with thousands of followers, you will have more
success marketing your indie-published book. I have sold
books at local vendor shows in Missouri, Kansas, and Iowa.
Why Traditional Publishing?
Receiving a contract from a traditional publisher is a great
feeling. Someone—besides my mother—loved my story
enough to publish it! It is the American dream of many
writers. For some people, it’s writing the great American
novel, but for me, it was publishing a picture book. My
dream first came true in 1993.

More recently, the progressive Christian
publisher, Beaming Books, offered me a
contract for my picture book manuscript,
God’s Protection Covers Me, which
compares animal homes to God’s
protective care.

Decisions: The publisher made all decisions related to ISBN,

selling price, illustrations, artist, and printing. Plus, they decide
cont’d on pg. 7
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Indie Vs. Traditional Publishing ... cont’d from pg. 6
whether to keep my book in print. My book sales are low, so I
expect it will go out of print in a few years. Sniff, sniff.
Relinquishing control: I received expert editorial feedback,

working with an insightful editor, Naomi Krueger. Her
vision, ending with the main character coming home rather
than starting that way, was better than my own. I made her
requested revision. Naomi also chose David CreightonPester, an artist from New Zealand. She showed me David’s
artwork beforehand as a curtesy, for which I am grateful. I
had no control over the way the illustrations would look and
was not consulted before the book was released. I had to give
up that control, but, I must add, I love the artwork!
Time frame: The pace of traditional publishing is like
walking in slow motion. It can take years of submissions
plus months to decide on a project plus additional years to
release a book. I submitted my manuscript to Beaming
Books in July, 2017 and received a contract in November.
The book was released in May, 2019.

paid for all printing and publishing costs.

Marketing and Distribution: Beaming Books handles
distribution, posts on multiple book-selling websites,
employs a PR person, and displays my book at conferences
(although not in 2020). I helped with the marketing,
garnered endorsements, put together a launch team,
requested 50 amazon reviews, held a blog tour, posted on
social media, held a book signing, sent postcards, and
entered contests.

So, what will you decide? Indie or traditional publishing, or
perhaps both, like I do? Whatever you do, all my best
wishes for your work!
AMY HOUTS
Amy Houts enjoys connecting with
other writers on social media. Follow her
on Twitter and Instagram @AmyHouts
and Author Amy Houts or
Houts & Home Publications LLC on
Facebook.

Funding: I received a generous advance. Beaming Books

MEMBER NEWS
Jennifer Adam’s debut middle grade fantasy,
The Last Windwitch, comes out from
HarperCollins Children’s Books on April 13.
Author Beth Bacon recently
relocated to St. Louis from
Seattle. She is happy to be a new
part of the KS/MO chapter of
SCBWI. This summer, Bacon
has two new books coming out. The Book No One Wants
To Read is a funny, interactive chapter book for reluctant
readers in grades 2-4. It’s the sequel to her book I Hate
Reading and will be launching June 15 from
HarperCollins. Her other new book, Helping The World
Get Well: Covid Vaccines is a sequel to her awardwinning picture book Covid-19 Helpers. It is launching
in August from Blair Publishing.
Natalie Cammaratta has sold her debut YA
novel, Falling and Uprising, to darkstroke
books for publication later in 2021.
Dave Cole’s YA novel The Window
was released on February 2nd by
Dancing Lemur Press. His middle
grade book An Encrypted Clue (book
4 in The Math Kids series) was
released on April 1st by Common Deer Press.
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Jeanne Conway has illustrated two
picture books which were published
recently. The Beautiful Brown Rose
released in early 2021 by MacLarenCochrane Publishing in dyslexic
font which can be read by non-dyslexic readers. In January
The Hatchling - A Louie the Duck Story was published by
4RV Publishing. It is the third book of the Louie the
Duck series.
Stephanie Hansen’s YA audiobook,
Replaced Parts, was just released
from Tantor.
Phyllis Harris’ picture book,
The Gift Shop Bear is available
for pre-order!
Check out all of the news from David L. Harrison. He is
at work on two new books Scholastic Teacher Resources
with professors Tim Rasinski and Mary Jo Fresh. He wrote
the lead article in the new issue of Missouri Reader
journal, “55 Ways to Celebrate Poetry Month – or Any
Month.” On February 9, he performed with Sandy Asher,
reading their novel in verse, Jesse and Grade, A Best Friend
Story. Sandy’s play version of the story about life in 4th
grade was published more than a decade ago and she went
to Chicago to receive the Distinguished Play of the Year
award from Alliance of American Theatre and Education.
cont’d on pg. 8
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Member News ... cont’d from pg. 7
This time the pair was chosen to be one of the events in
the Philadelphia Online: DG Footlights,™ a project
sponsored by Dramatists Guild of America. Theirs was the
first reading of a children’s story in this program and drew
the greatest attendance they’ve had. You can see the
reading at https://youtu.be/wiD4avfXCAI.
David was also granted reprint rights to an educational
publisher in South Africa for “Mystery Lunch,” a poem
from Mouse was Out at Recess, published in 2003 by Boyds
Mills Press. His interview on OzarksWatch Video
Magazine (Ozarks Public Television) aired on April 4, 15,
and 18. On April 13th he joined Missouri’s Poet Laureate
(Karen Craigo) and two MSU professor/poets (Marcus
Cafagna and Sara Burge) for a 1 ½ hour ZOOM webinar
poetry reading hosted by Pagination Bookshop in
Springfield.
On April 22, David received an Ella Dickey Literacy
Award during the annual Cherry Blossom Festival in
Marshfield. On April 25, he spoke at the grand opening of
the Memorial Library in Fordland.
On June 2-3, he will help kids taking the SpringfieldGreene County Library District summer reading program
write some poems.
On June 8, The Dirt Book, poems about dirt and
what lives in it, published by Holiday House,
will be released. In celebration, also on June 8,
David will present a program including a
reading at Left Bank Book Store in St. Louis.
Presenting with him will be Kate Cosgrove, the book’s
illustrator, who also illustrated his book, And the Bullfrogs
Sing.
Jerilynn Jones Henrikson’s YA novel set in
World War II, A Time for Tears, is out from
Meadowlark Press.
Ann Ingalls’ new board book, Twelve Little
Elves Visit Missouri, will be released this
coming fall by Familius.
Valerie Battle Kienzle’s latest book,
Ready to Wear: A History of the Footwear
& Garment Industries in St. Louis, will be
released June 1 by Reedy Press.
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Delphine Pierce’s picture book,
Tickle Me Grandma, just
became available on Amazon.
Kathy J. Perry has good news about her
book, Emeline - A Journey. It has been
recognized as a Finalist in both the Book
Excellence Award and The Wishing Shelf
Award in the young adult category. “Out
of hundreds of books that were entered
into both competitions, my book was selected for its high
quality writing, design and overall market appeal. The
Wishing Shelf entries are judged by students and teachers
in several schools in or near London,” said Perry.
Marci Renée, a new member of SCBWI,
just published her first children’s book, The
Boy Who Weaves the World, available on
Amazon. You can also find Marci’s cultural
stories at culturalstoryweaver.com.
Sioux Roslawski’s middle-grade historical
novel. Greenwood Gone: Henry’s Story,
published by Editor-911 Kids, debuted on
April 9, 2021.
On April 13, Highlights Press
published the first two books of
Jody Jensen Shaffer’s six-book
early reader series, Where is Bear?
and A House for Mouse, illustrated
by Clair Rossiter. Two additional
titles in the Bear and Friends series will follow this fall and
next spring. These books are perfect for beginning readers.
Billie Holladay Skelley has a story in
Chicken Soup for the Soul: Navigating
Eldercare & Dementia, which will be
available at retailers on June 22, 2021.
The book provides advice and support to
caregivers for the challenges they face in
providing eldercare.
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The Market Place
COMPILED BY RITA RUSSELL

“A lot of people are unwilling to take chances.
So, they project their fears on you and tell you
to stop taking chances. They have to justify
the reasons they haven’t pursued their dreams
or chased a passion. I’d say [to them], ‘
Do what you need to do, but we’re going
to be just fine’.”

Abner Ramirez – Singer-Songwriter
with the band JohnnySwim

BOOK MARKETS
ANDREWS MCMEEL PUBLISHING is a leading
publisher of poetry, inspiration, humor, and children’s books,
publishing up to 150 books annually. Welcomes agented and
unagented submissions. View AMP’s list of titles to see if
your manuscript is a good fit. Successful titles include the
Big Nate series and the Mutts series. To submit, follow the
website guidelines. (Publishing.AndrewsMcMeel.com and
Institute of Children’s Literature (ICL) e-News 4/8/21)
CHARLESBRIDGE publishes fiction and nonfiction
board books, picture books, early readers, middle-grade
fiction and nonfiction, and young adult novels. Seeking
fiction that features engaging, plot-driven stories with
strong, distinctive characters. Nonfiction should showcase
nature, math/science, social studies, the arts, and diversity/
multicultural topics. Before submitting, study
Charlesbridge’s current list to make sure your work is a
good fit. Current submission needs and complete
submission guidelines are posted on website.
(Charlesbridge.com and ICL e-News 4/1/21)

Flyaway Books, an affiliated imprint of WESTMINSTER
JOHN KNOX PRESS, publishes picture books ONLY in
three age categories: 0-3, 3-7 and 6-10. Seeking manuscripts
that address societal themes of diversity, inclusivity,
compassion, care for each other, care for the world, social
justice, and contemporary issues. Material should appeal to
general trade market as well as school and library markets.
“Also open to manuscripts appropriate for progressive
churches, religious schools, and readers who value faith
inside and outside of a church setting.” View current titles
on website, along with detailed submission guidelines.
Responds within six weeks if interested. (FlyAwayBooks.com
and Children’s Book Insider (CBI) February 2021)
9

THE INNOVATION PRESS is currently accepting
unsolicited submissions that appeal primarily to a PreK5th grade audience. Welcomes traditional fiction and
nonfiction picture books, chapter books, and middle grade
novels, but particularly interested in hybrid texts that blend
fiction elements with nonfiction elements. Activity books
submissions should inspire children’s creativity and/or
learning, and promote STEM skills, child-led learning, or
open-ended play. For submission details, visit website.
(TheInnovationPress.com)

MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S BOOK GROUP will
launch London-based Neon Squid Books in winter 2021.
The imprint is “dedicated to publishing gift nonfiction
books that make complex topics, from archeology to
medicine, accessible and exciting” for young readers ages
six to twelve. Neon Squid is helmed by co-publishers
Joanne Clark, Fiona Macdonald, and SAM PRIDDY, all
of whom joined MCPG in mid-2020 from DK Publishing.
Neon Squid will publish about 15 titles a year, generated
in-house and released simultaneously in the U.S. and the
U.K. (Publishers Weekly Children’s Bookshelf (PWCB)
4/1/21)
After more than three decades in children’s publishing at
various houses, including Macmillan, Penguin, Disney, and
DK, executive editor Angus Yuen-Killick has launched his
own press, RED COMET PRESS. The Brooklyn-based
boutique publisher will debut in September with three
picture books released in English, previously published in
France and Italy. Going forward, Red Comet will average
10 to 15 releases annually and distributed by PGW. Future
lists will balance books in translation with original titles by
American book creators, including two new picture books
written and illustrated by Rosemary Wells, due in 2022
and 2023. (Publishers Weekly (PW) 2/11/21)
WHITE MANE PRESS is a small Pennsylvania-based
publisher of historical fiction novels ONLY for middle
grade and young adult readers. Stories should captivate
readers, while revealing accurate historical information that
has been carefully researched. Submit proposal using online
form, including potential marketing/promotional plans for
your work. (ICL e-News 2/18/21 and WhiteMane.com)

“When offered a publishing contract,
please do all your research before you sign.
Being published badly is worse than being
never published. It can destroy your career
and your dreams.”

SCRIBBLES
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PUBLISHING PERSONNEL NEWS
ABRAMS CHILDREN’S BOOKS
•A
 ngelica Busanet joined as Editorial Assistant; she
was previously an intern at First Second.
(PWCB 3/25/21)
•A
 ndrea Miller joined as Senior Designer, coming
from HMH. (PWCB 3/16/21)
•E
 mily Daluga promoted to Associate Editor. Jessica
Gotz and Sara Sproull promoted to Assistant Editor.
(PWCB 3/2/21)
Christian Vega joined BALZER + BRAY as Editorial
Assistant, exiting Astoria Bookshop where he was events
coordinator. (PWCB 4/6/21)

BLOOMSBURY CHILDREN’S BOOKS welcomed
Camille Kellogg as Associate Editor, coming from
Macmillan/Imprint, and Noella James joined as Assistant
Editor, coming from Orient BlackSwan in India. (PWCB
4/8/21 & 2/18/21)
Susan Dobinick is Senior Editor at BOYDS MILLS &
KANE; previously she was senior editor at Bloomsbury
Children’s Books. (PWCB 3/4/21)

CANDLEWICK PRESS promoted Lindsay Warren and
Alex Robertson to Assistant Editor, from editorial
assistant. (PWCB 2/23/21)
Management changes at CHARLESBRIDGE:
(PWCB 2/2/21)
•Y
 olanda Scott named VP and Publisher; previously
she was editorial director and associate publisher and
has been with the company for 25 years.
•M
 egan Quinn named VP, Director of Sales and
Marketing; previously she was senior director of sales
and marketing. Quinn will also direct the domestic
and international rights programs.

CHRONICLE BOOKS promotions:
•M
 elissa Manlove to Executive Editor, from senior
editor. Daria Harper to Associate Editor, from
assistant editor. (PWCB 2/11/21)
•F
 eather Flores and Elizabeth Lazowski to Assistant
Editor, from editorial assistant.
(PWCB 4/1/21 and 3/16/21)

Rebecca Kuss has joined DISNEY/RICK RIORDAN
PRESENTS as Senior Editor, moving from Inkyard Press
where she was editor. (PWCB 3/9/21)
HARPER COLLINS welcomed Jennifer Ung to Quill
Tree Books as Executive Editor, exiting Simon &
Schuster where she was senior editor. Celina Sun joined
QTB as Editorial Assistant. (PWCB 2/23/21)

Ann Marie Wong is Editorial Director at HENRY
HOLT BFYR. Prior, she was senior editorial director at
Scholastic Book Clubs. (Publishers Lunch (PL) 4/7/21)

Kait Feldmann joined HMH BOOKS FOR YOUNG
READERS as Senior Editor, exiting Scholastic where she
was editor. (PWCB 2/23/21)
Kandace Coston was promoted to Associate Editor at
LEE & LOW BOOKS. (PWCB 2/11/21)

LITTLE BEE BOOKS promoted Brett Duquette and
Rebecca Webster to Executive Editor, from senior editor.
Courtney Fahy promoted to Assistant Editor, from
editorial assistant. And Alexa Carter joined as Editorial
Assistant. (PWCB 1/21/21 and 3/11/21)
Leyla Erkan joins the new Christy Ottaviano Books
imprint at LITTLE BROWN as Editorial Assistant,
coming from an internship at Macmillan.
(PWCB 2/11/21)

Octavia Saenz has joined mineditionUS as Assistant
Editor, coming from internships at Celadon Books and
Azantian Literary Agency. (PWCB 3/4/21)

Art and editorial changes at MACMILLAN:
• Connie Hsu is Editorial Director at Roaring Brook
Press, up from executive editor. Nicolás Oré-Girón
joined as Editorial Assistant.
(PWCB 4/8/21 and 1/21/21)
• Brian Geffen is Senior Editor at Henry Holt BFYR.
(PWCB 1/21/21)
• Aurora Parlagreco promoted to Associate Art
Director, from senior designer, at Macmillan.
(PWCB 2/4/21)
• Foyinsi Adegbonmire promoted to Associate Editor
at Feiwel and Friends.
•A
 t First Second Books, Kiara Valdez promoted to
Associate Editor, and Samia Fakih promoted to
Assistant Editor.
• Kate Avino moved up to Assistant Editor at Odd
Dot.
• Trisha de Guzman promoted to Editor at Farrar
Straus Giroux BFYR, from associate editor.

Changes at RANDOM HOUSE CHILDREN’S
BOOKS:
Martha Rago is VP, Executive Creative Director at
RANDOM HOUSE CHILDREN’S BOOKS. Brett
Wright has joined as Senior Editor, segueing from Clever
Publishing. (PWCB 2/11/21 and 2/4/21)
Bria Ragin has joined as an Editor for Delacorte Press
and the new Joy Revolution imprint. She was previously
an assistant editor at Quill Tree Books. (PWCB 1/21/21)

cont’d on pg. 11
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Lois Evans promoted to Assistant Editor at Random
House BFYR.
Danny Diaz has joined Random House Graphic as
Editorial Assistant, segueing from Disney Hyperion.
(PWCB 3/9/21)

love stories/romantic comedies, or psychological thrillers.
For MG, loves mystery novels or novels that are funny and/
or are illustrated. See more on ManuscriptWishList.com.
(AndreaSomberg.com and CBI April 2021)

STERLING CHILDREN’S BOOKS has named
Tracey Keevan Editorial Director. Recently, she was
executive editor at Disney-Hyperion, and before that she
was executive editor of Nick Jr. magazine. (PWCB 3/11/21)

“The trouble with most of us is that
we’d rather be ruined by praise than
saved by criticism.”

Norman Vincent Peale – Minister and Author,
“The Power of Positive Thinking”

AGENT NEWS
Sue Park has joined BARBARA J ZITWER AGENCY
as an Agent, handling YA and children’s books. Sue Park
writes under her full name, Suphil Lee Park, and her
poems and short stories have appeared in Colorado Review,
Ploughshares, and the Iowa Review, among many others.
(Suphil-Lee-Park.com and PL 3/12/21)
Elizabeth Copps, founder of the eponymous COPPS
LITERARY SERVICES, specializes in middle grade,
young adult, and adult fiction. Seeking material that leans
historical, horror, magical realism, thriller/mystery/suspense.
“She loves complex characters who are brimming with
personality and burst off the page. Who are irreverent and
dark. Smart and sarcastic. Creative and wise.” More details
on ManuscriptWishList.com. Submission guidelines on
website. (CoppsLiterary.com and CBI February 2021)
At EMERALD CITY LITERARY AGENCY, Senior
Agent Linda Epstein is adding the title of Dramatic
Rights Manager. Caitlin White moved up to Assistant
Agent, from agency assistant. White is building her list
with select YA and MG submissions and will be repping
projects alongside agents Epstein and Mandy Hubbard.
Strong interest in Agatha Christie-inspired whodunnits,
clever rom-coms, beachy summer reads, feminist POVs,
and contemporary witch stories.
(EmeraldCityLiterary.com and PWCB 3/2/21)

Agent Andrea Somberg at HARVEY KLINGER
LITERARY has repped adult, young adult and middle
grade authors for over fifteen years. Currently seeking YA
and MG novels that have a speculative edge or verge on
horror, magical realism, or feature diverse protagonist. YA
based on a true story from the 20th century, contemporary
11

Agent Larissa Melo Pienkowski at JILL GRINBERG
LITERAY MANAGEMENT is looking for select
picture books that are “diverse, whimsical, and charming
in topic and tone,” and MG and YA fiction that centers
around “#OwnVoices experiences; dual timelines and
multigenerational family sagas; enchantingly fantastical
magical realism; smart, laugh-out-loud rom-coms with
unique twists on tropes; contemporary retellings of
non-Western folklore and mythology; vibrant middlegrade novels with strong cultural elements and
heartfelt characters; light fantasy.” Full wish list at
ManuscriptWishList.com.
(JillGrinbergLiterary.com and CBI March 2021)

Alice Fugate is a newly minted Associate Agent at JOY
HARRIS LITERARY, building her list with middle
grade and young adult fiction and narrative nonfiction, and
select picture book and graphic novel projects. Loves
stories with a classic but fresh feel, and surprising voices.
“Partial to animal fables, fairy tale retellings, adventure
stories, historical fiction, and heartfelt contemporary
stories, especially if they explore the importance of place,
the natural world, spirituality, and faith.”
(JoyHarrisLiterary.com and CBI March 2021)
As of April 1st, MACKENZIE WOLF dissolved its
agency, returning to its previously separate enterprises of
Wolf Literary Services and Gillian MacKenzie Agency.
New York-based Wolf is comprised of consultant and
lawyer Kirsten Wolf and agents Leigh Eisenman, Rachel
Crawford, and Kate Johnson. The MacKenzie Agency is
Massachusetts-based, with Agents Gillian MacKenzie and
Elizabeth Rudnick. Rudnick reps MG and YA fiction of
all types – “from realistic fiction to fantasy (with a special
soft spot for horse- and dragon-related titles). In addition to
building her client list, she is focusing on packaging efforts,
pairing high-concept ideas and storylines with strong
writers.” (MWLit.com and PL 4/7/21)

STRINGER LITERARY AGENCY has welcomed Shari
Maurer as Agent, representing PB, MG, and YA. “In PBs I
want to see something totally original, with a dash of social
justice, a spunky main character, humor and no talking
animals. In MG and YA, I’m open to everything but fantasy.
I love main characters you want to root for, who are savvy
and smart. I’d also love to see some social justice topics and
humor (not necessarily in the same book), #OwnVoices,
Rom-Coms, Thrillers, and something that grabs me in and
makes me forget there’s a pandemic out there. So many of
cont’d on pg. 12
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the queries I receive have dead or dysfunctional mothers.
Someone please send me a story where the main character
has a good relationship with their mom!” Additional
information on SCBWI Blueboard post.
(StringerLit.com and SCBWI’s Blueboard 1/22/21)
Natascha Morris has been promoted to Senior Literary
Agent and Director of the Children’s Department at the
TOBIAS LITERARY AGENCY.
(TheTobiasAgency.com and PL 3/12/21)

“The only thing that every successful writer
has in common is that they kept writing.”

Jessica Hinds – Writer & Educator, MeditativeWriting.org

MAGAZINE MARKETS
HUMPTY DUMPTY accepts short stories, short ministories, poetry, and crafts for ages 2-6. Pays $25 and up. See
the U.S. Kids magazine website for specific guidelines and
formatting instructions. (USKidsMag.com)
JACK AND JILL, a publication from U.S. Kids magazine,
accepts fiction and nonfiction for ages 6-12. Always in
need of high-quality stories, articles, and activities that are
humorous and engaging. Must impart a positive message
that is organic without being preachy. Possible themes
could include self-reliance, being kind to others, and
appreciating other cultures. In nonfiction, especially
interested in features or Q&As with regular kids who are
engaged in unusual, challenging, or interesting activities.
Pays $25 and up. Writers’ guidelines on website. Direct
submissions to Jennifer Burnham, Senior Editor.
(USKidsMag.com and ICL e-News 4/8/21)

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC KIDS publishes articles
on a broad range of topics, including natural history,
science, geography, history, and human interest, for 6- to
14-year-olds who “dare to explore.” Looking for animal
anecdotes and cool vacation ideas. Accepting queries for
unique topics that have kid appeal. Questions to consider
before pitching: “What’s fun about that?” “How does this
directly affect a kid’s life?” “What’s in it for a 10-year-old?”
Story ideas must be tightly focused and exciting. Animal
stories should tell about unusual abilities, animal heroes,
friendships, or silly situations. Entertainment stories must
offer some behind-the-scenes perspective that is unusual
and informational. Before submitting, study back issues to
make sure your idea hasn’t been done in the last three years.
Query NGK using form online (Pitch National
Geographic’s Kids & Family desk - Form by Asana), or
submit a query letter of up to 250 words that includes a
headline that suggests what the story is, a deck that
12

amplifies the headline, a strong lead, and a paragraph that
clearly sets out the premise and approach of the piece.
The query should represent the style in which the piece
will be written. Also mention which area of the magazine
your story fits into. Include clips or writing samples that
show a fun sense of style and tone, as well as a resume.
Email the query to Features editor: Kay Boatner,
Senior Editor, Kay.Boatner@natgeo.com; or
Departments/Games editor: Allyson Shaw, Associate
Editor, Allyson.Shaw@natgeo.com. Queries by mail
should be sent to the appropriate editor at National
Geographic Kids, 1145 17th St. NW, Washington, DC
20036 (NationalGeographic.com and CBI April 2021)

“Before you can write anything,
you have to notice something.”

John Irving – Award-winning Novelist

EDUCATIONAL MARKET
Looking for submission opportunities for the educational
market? Visit author Evelyn B. Christensen’s website to see
an up-to-date list of EDUCATIONAL MARKETS for
children’s writers. The list includes freelance and work-forhire opportunities with “pure textbook” and school market
publishers, along with trade market publishers seeking
fun-to-read educational material. Sign up for Christensen’s
email list to receive the latest information.
(http://evelynchristensen.com/markets.html)

“Just don’t give up trying to do what you really
want to do. Where there is love and
inspiration, I don’t think you can go wrong.”

Ella Fitzgerald – Legendary American Jazz Singer

TWITTER PITCH CONTESTS
Author Heather Ayris Burnell tracks pitch contests on her
SubItClub.com website. Here’s a sample of upcoming
events:
TUESDAY, MAY 4TH

	#APIPit – Open to unagented Asian and/or Pacific
Islander creators. Manuscripts, Illustration, and Graphic
Novels for all ages groups can be pitched via Twitter
using the #APIPit hashtag along with an age category
hashtag. See apipit.com for more details, including
hashtag suggestions. May is Asian American and Pacific
Islander Heritage Month.
cont’d on pg. 13
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THURSDAY, JUNE 3RD AND THURSDAY, SEPT 2ND

	#Pitmad – Open to all genres and categories.
Pitch your work via Twitter between 8am and 8pm
EST using the #Pitmad hashtag. For details see:
pitchwars.org/pitmad/
THURSDAY, JUNE 17TH

	#PBPitch – Open to picture books writers and writer/
illustrators. Pitch your completed picture book
manuscript via Twitter using the #PBPitch hashtag
between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m. EST. You may pitch each
manuscript one time during the morning hours and
once during the afternoon hours. Illustrators can attach
one image. See pbpitch.com for more details.
TUESDAY, JUNE 22ND

	#PitchDis – Open to unagented, disabled writers of both
fiction and nonfiction. Illustrators may add an image to
their pitch tweet. Pitch complete, polished projects from
8 a.m. to 8 p.m. EDT. See the pitchdis.com website for
more details.
TUESDAY, JUNE 22ND

	Pitch Wars Mentorship – Brought to you by the
organizers of #Pitmad, Pitch Wars is a volunteer-run
mentoring program where published/agented authors,
editors, or industry interns choose one writer each to
mentor. Mentors read the entire manuscript and offer
suggestions on how to make the manuscript shine for
the agent showcase. See application details at
pitchwars.org Application window closes July 8th.
	THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30TH

	#FaithPitch – Open to Christian fiction and nonfiction
“. . . from a biblical worldview for babies, children,
tweens and teens, new adults, and adults.” Pitch your
completed manuscript via Twitter using the #FaithPitch
hashtag, between 9am and 7pm ET. See guidelines for
more details at faithpitch.com/guidelines

“No matter what you write, good or bad, it’s
an improvement to a blank page.”

Chris Sparling – Screenwriter, Director, Producer

WRITING RESOURCES
SIX ELEMENTS OF A SUCCESSFUL AUTHOR
WEBSITE This short article by John Burke, co-founder
of Pub Site, was published on WritersDigest.com for
authors needing help building a new website or updating
an old one. Learn the basic must-have content elements
to include to help you connect with your readers.
(ICL e-News 3/25/21 and WritersDigest.com)
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BREAKING DOWN SCIENCE FICTION Whether
you are an experienced science fiction writer or just curious
about writing in this genre, freelance author and former ICL
writing instructor Jan Fields breaks down the sub-genres of
sci-fi and offers must-read recommendations to help you
explore the scope of the form. (ICL-eNews 3/4/21)
JANE YOLEN’S WRITERS ADVICE Prolific and
renowned children’s books author and poet Jane Yolen
shares random thoughts on life and the process of writing
that will inspire any struggling creator to keep on creating.
“Yolen has always approached writing with joy (even when
she’s been frustrated with the publishing side of the
equation) and this somewhat rambling collection of
musings can be helpful to anyone trying to recapture
what they love about the process of writing.”
(ICL e-News 2/11/21 and JaneYolen.com)

“If we could see each other exactly as the
other is, this would be a different world.”

Ezra Jack Keats – Renowned Author/Illustrator

HONORS & DISTINCTIONS
2021 Ezra Jack Keats Awards
Each year the Ezra Jack Keats Foundation chooses an
outstanding writer and illustrator to recognize for creating
and extraordinary children’s book that reflects the diverse
nature of our culture. The annual EJK Award honors
exceptional early career authors and illustrators for
portraying the multicultural nature of our world in the
spirit of Ezra Jack Keats. Visit the EJK website for a
complete list of winners and honorees.
	• Writer: Tricia Elam Walker, Nana Akua Goes to School
(Schwartz & Wade)
	• Illustrator: Heidi Woodward Sheffield, Brick by Brick
(Nancy Paulsen Books)

2021 Amercan Library Association Awards
The American Library Association (ALA) recognizes the
highest quality books for youth, as selected by a judging
committee of librarians and literature and media experts.
The awards celebrate and encourage the making of original
and creative work. Visit the ALA website for a complete
list of winners and honorees.
John Newbery Medal for the most outstanding

contribution to children’s literature.
	• When You Trap a Tiger, written by Tae Keller
(Random House Children’s Books)
Randolph Caldecott Medal for the most distinguished
American picture book for children.
	• We Are Water Protectors, illustrated by Michaela Goade
(Roaring Brook Press)
cont’d on pg. 14
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Michael L. Printz Award for excellence in literature

written for young adults.
	• Everything Sad Is Untrue (a true story),by Daniel Nayeri
(Arthur A. Levine)
Robert F. Sibert Informational Book Award for most
distinguished informational book for children.
	• Honeybee: The Busy Life of Apis Mellifera, written by
Candace Fleming and illustrated by Eric Rohmann
(Neal Porter Books/Holiday House)
Coretta Scott King (CSK) Book Awards recognize an
African American author and illustrator of outstanding
books for children and young adults.
•C
 SK Author Award – Before the Ever After, written by
Jacqueline Woodson (Nancy Paulsen Books)
•C
 SK Illustrator Award – R-E-S-P-E-C-T: Aretha
Franklin, the Queen of Soul, illustrated by Frank
Morrison (Atheneum BFYR)
Schneider Family Book Award for books that embody an
artistic expression of the disability experience.
• I Talk Like a River, written by Jordan Scott, illustrated
by Sydney Smith (Neal Porter Books/Holiday House),
for young children ages 0-10
• Show Me a Sign, written by Ann Clare LeZotte
(Scholastic Press), for middle grades ages 11-13
• Th
 is Is My Brain in Love, written by I.W. Gregorio
(Little Brown and Company), for teens ages 13-18
Pura Belpré (PB) Awards honor a Latinx writer and
illustrator whose children’s books best portray, affirm, and
celebrate the Latino cultural experience.
• PB Illustrator Award – ¡Vamos! Let’s Go Eat,
illustrated and written by Raúl Gonzalez (Versify)
•P
 B Author Award – Efrén Divided, written by Ernesto
Cisneros (Harper)
• PB Young Adult Author Award – Furia, written by
Yamile Saied Méndez (Algonquin Young Readers)
Asian/Pacific American Award for Literature promotes
Asian/Pacific American culture and heritage and is
awarded based on literary and artistic merit. The award is
administered by the Asian Pacific American Librarians
Association (APALA), an affiliate of the ALA.
•P
 icture Book – Paper Son: The Inspiring Story of Tyrus
Wong, Immigrant and Artist, written by Julie Leung,
illustrated by Chris Sasaki (Schwartz & Wade)
•C
 hildren’s Literature – When You Trap a Tiger, written
by Tae Keller (Random House Children’s Books)
• Youth Literature – This Light Between Us,
written by Andrew Fukuda (Tor Teen)
The Sydney Taylor Book Award has been presented
annually since 1968 to outstanding books for children and
teens that authentically portray the Jewish experience. The
award is administered by the Association of Jewish
Libraries, an affiliate of the ALA.
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• Picture Book – Welcoming Elijah: A Passover Tale with
a Tail, written by Lesléa Newman, illustrated by
Susan Gal (Charlesbridge)
• Middle Grade – Turtle Boy, by M. Evan Wolkenstein
(Delacorte BFYR).
•Y
 oung Adult – Dancing at the Pity Party, written and
illustrated by Tyler Feder (Dial Books)

Stonewall Book Award – Mike Morgan & Larry Romans
Children’s & Young Adult Literature Award given

annually to English-language children’s and young adult
books of exceptional merit relating to the gay, lesbian,
bisexual, and transgender experience.
•W
 e Are Little Feminists: Families, written by
Archaa Shrivastav, designed by Lindsey Blakely
(Little Feminist)
William C. Morris Award for a debut book published by a
first-time author writing for teens.
• I f These Wings Could Fly, written by Kyrie McCauley
(Katherine Tegen Books)
YALSA Award for Excellence in Nonfiction for Young
Adults
• Th
 e Rise and Fall of Charles Lindbergh, written by
Candace Fleming (Schwartz and Wade)
Theodor Seuss Geisel Award for the most distinguished
beginning reader book.
•S
 ee the Cat: Three Stories About a Dog, written by
David LaRochelle, illustrated by Mike Wohnoutka
(Candlewick Press)
RITA D. RUSSELL

Rita D. Russell is a word lover, storyteller,
and writer with hope and heart. She has
tons of terrific ideas for picture books,
screenplays, novels, and T-shirts, and she’s
excited to share her work with the world.
She’s always on the hunt for the best pecan pie recipe ever, and occasionally she
tweets @RRussellWrites.
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